
     Learn Listen   Lyrics (parenthesis is extra notes) 

 

Hook: 

 

Listen, before you speak think to heal, heal the thoughts around you, within the 

mind is Who We Are so be a leader not Deceiver, build the truth, love will find you 

(2 times) 

 

Lyrics: 

 

Healing through a process special peace feel better 

Never Cult enable static let go break fetters 

Allowed a groomed Ilyin chump baited with cheddars 

Democracy is living let People's Market getters 

 

Chill, we know forced orientation combinations 

Sleeper loop (he's) this he's that, easy does it patient 

Forgive yourself healing Health Double Yo Agent (peace to “00G”, Love U Team) 

Take a break motivate truth realization 

 

Calm to a space where "Typer up" is fun (typing lyrics :0) 

Leaving crumbs for the Mind very kind helps a ton 

Typing lyrics clip the fear, it doesn’t help to worry Son 

Peace God day at a time onwards one 

 



 

Chump n Tampers meltdown because they wasn't true 

Like before many stories teach lessons follow through 

Cult of Personalities tries to trick a snooze 

Sad to see the death they caused, denial covid news 

 

Hook: 

 

Listen, before you speak think to heal, heal the thoughts around you, within the 

mind is Who We Are so be a leader not Deceiver, build the truth, love will find you 

(2 times) 

 

Reality TV prez agitation hates peace  

(just like 100 years of “Strongmen” see the new book, “yes, ok, we know, the 

strongmen book, cool U Guys, ok, good work! :o)” 

Brings crisis to the mind while it speaks against teach 

Let It Go Focus seeds rebuke sleeper beast 

(Why say “G.O.D. rebuke” in so many tunes? Because every day there is a new 

need for Holy Spirit healing help to bring peace and encouragement to our 

National Communities…if that explains it a bit?…anyway…it helps me process 

through stuff)  

Pray the children see through it every day new reach 

 

Capitalism (or) socialism? no! "Mixed economy" 

Safe for kids to go to school balance equality 

People love the markets, so stop it with the mockery 



Find your heart is our advice love is a formality 

 

Hook: 

 

Listen, before you speak think to heal, heal the thoughts around you, within the 

mind is Who We Are so be a leader not Deceiver, build the truth, love will find you 

(4 times) 

 

 

Outro: 

 

Peace love and gratitude to: "Gotta put these thoughts into a song". Catch a 

glimpse, we can revisit it later, or figure it out when we get home... (basically "at 

ease", we share the hope with each other) 

It's all good. Let's wake up to love, the People are the Nation and "The Makers", 

or there is no Nation. So for the "Treasonous Con'll Gerrymander Coathanger 

Segregationist Patriarchy Snot Enabler Takers"...that are always off subject, their 

point is always beside the point (could never get a sincere dialogue answer, 

always beside the point)... so it's clear that its Dr. Martin Luther King Civil Rights 

versus "Ilyin Glitch Scratch Curse" (we are reminded that good leadership is a 

blessing, and that bad leadership is a curse...it’s the basics, nothing is new Under 

the Sun)…And that is history now going forward, we see the root to the fruit, from 

birtherism to covid… 

No...Democracy is a Union team sport, so if they can't wear the Jersey, they can 

get off the field... and we know Chump's "Ilyin gone wild" is a cult, it's "cult-like" 

because it created an alternate reality that got exposed by pandemic science and 

citizen observation...yes…there really are genuine people who helped with the 

recent election, rejected fraudulent voter suppression cases (the U.S. has very 

clear documented history of voter suppression)... and tended to all the hospitals, 

we love you First Responders...and People, we are love, stronger than "men 



perdition"... Decades of observation shows that their mind doesn't lie, it's only 

their mouth that does...and Mother Nature Collective peace is true...yet, let's try 

to love through it and heal, people are just trying to live...peace 

 


